Learning high-quality embeddings for rare words is a hard problem because of sparse context information. Mimicking (Pinter et al., 2017) has been proposed as a solution: given embeddings learned by a standard algorithm, a model is first trained to reproduce embeddings of frequent words from their surface form and then used to compute embeddings for rare words. In this paper, we introduce attentive mimicking: the mimicking model is given access not only to a word's surface form, but also to all available contexts and learns to attend to the most informative and reliable contexts for computing an embedding. In an evaluation on four tasks, we show that attentive mimicking outperforms previous work for both rare and medium-frequency words. Thus, compared to previous work, attentive mimicking improves embeddings for a much larger part of the vocabulary, including the mediumfrequency range.
Introduction
Word embeddings have led to large performance gains in natural language processing (NLP). However, embedding methods generally need many observations of a word to learn a good representation for it.
One way to overcome this limitation and improve embeddings of infrequent words is to incorporate surface-form information into learning. This can either be done directly (Wieting et al., 2016; Bojanowski et al., 2017; Salle and Villavicencio, 2018) , or a two-step process is employed: first, an embedding model is trained on the word level and then, surface-form information is used either to fine-tune embeddings (Cotterell et al., 2016; Vulić et al., 2017) or to completely recompute them. The latter can be achieved using a model trained to reproduce (or mimic) the original embeddings (Pinter et al., 2017) . However, these methods only work if a word's meaning can at least partially be predicted from its form.
A closely related line of research is embedding learning for novel words, where the goal is to obtain embeddings for previously unseen words from at most a handful of observations. While most contemporary approaches exclusively use context information for this task (e.g. Herbelot and Baroni, 2017; Khodak et al., 2018) , Schick and Schütze (2019) recently introduced the form-context model and showed that joint learning from both surface form and context leads to better performance.
The problem we address in this paper is that often, only few of a word's contexts provide valuable information about its meaning. Nonetheless, the current state of the art treats all contexts the same. We address this issue by introducing a more intelligent mechanism of incorporating context into mimicking: instead of using all contexts, we learn -by way of self-attention -to pick a subset of especially informative and reliable contexts. This mechanism is based on the observation that in many cases, reliable contexts for a given word tend to resemble each other. We call our proposed architecture attentive mimicking (AM).
Our contributions are as follows: (i) We introduce the attentive mimicking model. It produces high-quality embeddings for rare and mediumfrequency words by attending to the most informative contexts. (ii) We propose a novel evaluation method based on VecMap (Artetxe et al., 2018) that allows us to easily evaluate the embedding quality of low-and medium-frequency words. (iii) We show that attentive mimicking improves word embeddings on various datasets.
Related Work
Methods to train surface-form models to mimic word embeddings include those of Luong et al.
(2013) (morpheme-based) and Pinter et al. (2017) (character-level) . In the area of fine-tuning methods, Cotterell et al. (2016) introduce a Gaussian graphical model that incorporates morphological information into word embeddings. Vulić et al. (2017) retrofit embeddings using a set of language-specific rules. Models that directly incorporate surface-form information into embedding learning include fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) , LexVec (Salle and Villavicencio, 2018) and Charagram (Wieting et al., 2016) .
While many approaches to learning embeddings for novel words exclusively make use of context information (Lazaridou et al., 2017; Herbelot and Baroni, 2017; Khodak et al., 2018) , Schick and Schütze (2019)'s form-context model combines surface-form and context information. Ling et al. (2015) also use attention in embedding learning, but their attention is within a context (picking words), not across contexts (picking contexts). Also, their attention is based only on word type and distance, not on the more complex factors available in our attentive mimicking model, e.g., the interaction with the word's surface form.
Attentive Mimicking

Form-Context Model
We briefly review the architecture of the formcontext model (FCM), see Schick and Schütze (2019) for more details.
FCM requires an embedding space of dimensionality d that assigns high-quality embeddings v ∈ R d to frequent words. Given an infrequent or novel word w and a set of contexts C in which it occurs, FCM can then be used to infer an embedding v (w,C) for w that is appropriate for the given embedding space. This is achieved by first computing two distinct embeddings, one of which exclusively uses surface-form information and the other context information. The surface-form embedding, denoted v form (w,C) , is obtained from averaging over a set of n-gram embeddings learned by the model; the context embedding v context (w,C) is obtained from averaging over all embeddings of context words in C.
The two embeddings are then combined using a weighting coefficient α and a d × d matrix A, resulting in the form-context embedding
The weighing coefficient α is a function of both embeddings, modeled as
with w ∈ R 2k , b ∈ R being learnable parameters and σ denoting the sigmoid function.
Context Attention
FCM pays equal attention to all contexts of a word but often, only few contexts are actually suitable for inferring the word's meaning. We introduce attentive mimicking (AM) to address this problem: we allow our model to assign different weights to contexts based on some measure of their "reliability". To this end, let C = {C 1 , . . . , C m } where each C i is a multiset of words. We replace the context-embedding of FCM with a weighted embedding
where v C i is the average of the embeddings of words in C i and ρ measures context reliability.
To obtain a meaningful measure of reliability, our key observation is that reliable contexts typically agree with many other contexts. Consider a word w for which six out of ten contexts contain words referring to sports. Due to this high intercontext agreement, it is then reasonable to assume that w is from the same domain and, consequently, that the four contexts not related to sports are less informative. To formalize this idea, we first define the similarity between two contexts as
with M ∈ R d×d a learnable parameter, inspired by Vaswani et al. (2017) 's scaled dot-product attention. We then define the reliability of a context as
is a normalization constant, ensuring that all weights sum to one.
The model is trained by randomly sampling words w and contexts C from a large corpus and mimicking the original embedding of w, i.e., minimizing the squared distance between the original embedding and v (w,C) .
For our experiments, we follow the setup of Schick and Schütze (2019) and use the Westbury Wikipedia Corpus (WWC) (Shaoul and Westbury, 2010) for training of all embedding models. To obtain training instances (w, C) for both FCM and AM, we sample words and contexts from the WWC based on their frequency, using only words that occur at least 100 times. We always train FCM and AM on skipgram embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013 ) obtained using Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) .
Our experimental setup differs from that of Schick and Schütze (2019) in two respects: (i) Instead of using a fixed number of contexts for C, we randomly sample between 1 and 64 contexts and (ii) we fix the number of training epochs to 5. The rationale behind our first modification is that we want our model to produce high-quality embeddings both when we only have a few contexts available and when there is a large number of contexts to pick from. We fix the number of epochs simply because our evaluation tasks come without development sets on which it may be optimized.
To evaluate our model, we apply a novel, intrinsic evaluation method that compares embedding spaces by transforming them into a common space ( §4.1). We also test our model on three word-level downstream tasks ( §4.2, §4.3, §4.4) to demonstrate its versatile applicability.
VecMap
We introduce a novel evaluation method that explicitly evaluates embeddings for rare and medium-frequency words by downsampling frequent words from the WWC to a fixed number of occurrences. 1 We then compare "gold" skipgram embeddings obtained from the original corpus with embeddings learned by some model trained on the downsampled corpus. To this end, we transform the two embedding spaces into a common space using VecMap (Artetxe et al., 2018) , where we provide all but the downsampled words as a mapping dictionary. Intuitively, the better a model is at inferring an embedding from few observations, the more similar its embeddings must be to the gold embeddings in this common space. We thus measure the quality of a model by computing the average cosine similarity between its embeddings and the gold embeddings.
As baselines, we train skipgram and fastText on the downsampled corpus. We then train Mimick (Pinter et al., 2017) as well as both FCM and AM on the skipgram embeddings. We also try a variant where the downsampled words are included in the training set (i.e., the mimicking models explicitly learn to reproduce their skipgram embeddings). This allows the model to learn representations of those words not completely from scratch, but to also make use of their original embeddings. Accordingly, we expect this variant to only be helpful if a word is not too rare, i.e. its original embedding is already of decent quality. Table 1 shows that for words with a frequency below 32, FCM and AM infer much better embeddings than all baselines. The comparably poor performance of Mimick is consistent with the observation of Pinter et al. (2017) that this method captures mostly syntactic information. Given four or more contexts, AM leads to consistent improvements over FCM. The variants that include downsampled words during training ( †) still outperform skipgram for 32 and more observations, but perform worse than the default models for less frequent words.
Sentiment Dictionary
We follow the experimental setup of Rothe et al. (2016) and fuse Opinion lexicon (Hu and Liu, Table 3 : Results on the Name Typing dataset for various word frequencies f . The model that uses a linear combination of AM embeddings with skipgram is denoted AM+skip.
2004) and the NRC Emotion lexicons (Mohammad and Turney, 2013) to obtain a training set of words with binary sentiment labels. On that data, we train a logistic regression model to classify words based on their embeddings. For our evaluation, we then use SemEval2015 Task 10E where words are assigned a sentiment rating between 0 (completely negative) and 1 (completely positive) and use Spearman's ρ as a measure of similarity between gold and predicted ratings.
We train logistic regression models on both skipgram and fastText embeddings and, for testing, replace skipgram embeddings by embeddings inferred from the mimicking models. Table 2 shows that for rare and medium-frequency words, AM again outperforms all other models.
Name Typing
We use Yaghoobzadeh et al. (2018)'s name typing dataset for the task of predicting the fine-grained named entity types of a word, e.g., PRESIDENT and LOCATION for "Washington". We train a logistic regression model using the same setup as in §4.2 and evaluate on all words from the test set that occur ≤100 times in WWC. Based on results in §4.1, where AM only improved representations for words occurring fewer than 32 times, we also try the variant AM+skip that, in testing, replaces v (w,C) with the linear combination
where v w is the skipgram embedding of w, f w is the frequency of w and β(f w ) scales linearly from 1 for f w = 0 to 0 for f w = 32. Table 3 gives accuracy and micro F1 for several word frequency ranges. In accordance with results from previous experiments, AM performs drastically better than the baselines for up to 16 occurrences. Notably, the linear combination of skipgram and AM achieves by far the best overall results.
Chimeras
The Chimeras (CHIMERA) dataset (Lazaridou et al., 2017) consists of similarity scores for pairs of made-up words and regular words. CHIMERA provides only six contexts for each made-up word, so it is not ideal for evaluating our model. Nonetheless, we can still use it to analyze the difference of FCM (no attention) and AM (using attention). As the surface-form of the made-up words was constructed randomly and thus carries no meaning at all, we restrict ourselves to the context parts of FCM and AM (referred to as FCMctx and AM-ctx). We use the test set of Herbelot and Baroni (2017) and compare the given similarity scores with the cosine similarities of the corresponding word embeddings, using FCM-ctx and AM-ctx to obtain embeddings for the made-up words. Table 4 gives Spearman's ρ for our model and various baselines; baseline results are adopted from Khodak et al. (2018) . We do not report results for Mimick as its representations for novel words are entirely based on their surface form. While AM performs worse than previous methods for 2-4 sentences, it drastically improves over the best result currently published for 6 sentences. Again, context attention consistently improves results: AM-ctx performs better than FCM-ctx, regardless of the number of contexts. Since A La Carte (Khodak et al., 2018) , the method performing best for 2-4 contexts, is conceptually similar to FCM, it most likely would similarly benefit from context attention.
While the effect of context attention is more pronounced when there are many contexts available, we still perform a quantitative analysis of one exemplary instance of CHIMERA to better understand what AM learns; we consider the madeup word "petfel", a combination of "saxophone" and "harmonica", whose occurrences are shown in Table 4 : Spearman's ρ for the Chimeras task given 2, 4 and 6 context sentences for the made-up word sentence ρ
• i doubt if we ll ever hear a man play a petfel like that again 0.19
• also there were some other assorted instruments including a petfel and some wind chimes 0.31
• they finished with new moon city a song about a suburb of drem which featured beautifully controlled petfel playing from callum 0.23
• a programme of jazz and classical music showing the petfel as an instrument of both musical genres 0.27 Table 5 : Context sentences and corresponding attention weights for the made-up word "petfel"
(2) and (4); consistently, the embeddings obtained from those sentences are very similar. Furthermore, of all four sentences, these two are the ones best suited for a simple averaging model as they contain informative, frequent words like "instrument", "chimes" and "music".
Conclusion
We have introduced attentive mimicking (AM) and showed that attending to informative and reliable contexts improves representations of rare and medium-frequency words for a diverse set of evaluations. In future work, one might investigate whether attention mechanisms on the word level (cf. Ling et al., 2015) can further improve the model's performance. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate whether the proposed architecture is also beneficial for languages typologically different from English, e.g., morphologically rich languages. 
A Experimental Details
In all of our experiments, we train embeddings on the Westbury Wikipedia Corpus (WWC) (Shaoul and Westbury, 2010) . For skipgram, we use Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) and its default settings with two exceptions:
• We leave the minimum word count at 50, but we explicitly include all words that occur in the test set of our evaluation tasks, even if they occur less than 50 times in the WWC.
• We increase the dimensionality d of the embedding space; the values of d chosen for each experiment are mentioned below.
For experiments in which we use fastText, we use the default parameters of the implementation by Bojanowski et al. (2017) . To evaluate the Mimick model by Pinter et al. (2017), we use their implementation and keep the default settings.
To obtain training instances for the attentive mimicking model, we use the same setup as Schick and Schütze (2019): we use only words occurring at least 100 times in the WWC and if a word w has a total of f (w) occurrences, we train on it n(w) times for each epoch, where
We restrict each context of a word to at most 25 words on its left and right, respectively. While Schick and Schütze (2019) use a fixed number of 20 contexts per word during training, we instead randomly sample between 1 and 64 contexts. We do so for both the form-context model and the attentive mimicking model as we found this modification to generally improve results for both models. For all experiments, we train both the formcontext model and the attentive mimicking model for 5 epochs using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial learning rate of 0.01 and a batch size of 64.
VecMap
The test set for the VecMap evaluation was created using the following steps:
1. We sample 1000 words from the lowercased and tokenized WWC that occur at least 1000 times therein, contain only alphabetic characters and at least two characters.
2. We evenly distribute the 1000 words into 8 buckets B 0 , . . . , B 7 such that each bucket contains 125 words.
3. We downsample each word w in bucket B i to exactly 2 i randomly chosen occurrences.
For the variants of AM and FCM where the downsampled words are included in the training set, in every epoch we construct 5 training pairs (w, C 1 ), . . . , (w, C 5 ) for each downsampled word w. For training of both skipgram and fastText, we use 400-dimensional embeddings.
Sentiment Dictionary
To obtain the training set for the Sentiment Dictionary evaluation, we fuse Opinion lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004 ) and the NRC Emotion lexicons (Mohammad and Turney, 2013) and remove all words that occur less than 100 times in the WWC corpus. From the SemEval2015 Task 10E data set, we remove all non-alphanumeric characters and all words that have less than 2 letters. We do so as the test set contains many hashtags, giving an unfair disadvantage to our baseline skipgram model as it makes no use of surface-form information. We use 300-dimensional embeddings and train the logistic regression model for 5 epochs using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial learning rate of 0.01.
Name Typing
We use the same setup as for the Sentiment Dictionary experiment. That is, we use 300-dimensional embeddings and train the logistic regression model for 5 epochs using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial learning rate of 0.01.
Chimeras
Following Herbelot and Baroni (2017), we use 400-dimensional embeddings for the Chimeras task.
B Significance Tests
We perform significance tests for the results obtained on both the VecMap and the Name Typing dataset.
For VecMap, given two models m 1 and m 2 , we count the number of times that the embedding assigned to a word w by m 1 is closer to the gold embedding of w than the embedding assigned by 2, 4, 8, 16 32, 64, 128 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 32, 64, 128 32, 64, 2, 4, 8, 16, 64 32, 64, 128 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 32, 64, 128 32, 64, 128 2, 4, 8, 32, 64, m 2 ; we do so for each number of occurrences separately. Based on the so-obtained counts, we perform a binomial test whose results are shown in Table 6 . As can be seen, both FCM and AM perform significantly better than the original skipgram embeddings for up to 16 contexts, but the difference between FCM and AM is only significant given one or four contexts. However, for the variants that include downsampled words during training, AM † (using attention) is significantly better than FCM † (without attention) given more than one context. For the Name Typing dataset, we compare models based on their micro accuracy, ignoring all dataset entries for which both models perform equally well. Again, we consider all frequency ranges separately. Results of the binomial test for significance can be seen in Table 7 . The bestperforming method, AM+skip, is significantly better than skipgram, fastText and Mimick for almost all frequency ranges. AM is significantly better than FCM only when there is a sufficient number of contexts.
